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For those of you
interested in

Esoteric Acupuncture
What is Esoteric Acupuncture? Most
people think Esoteric Acupuncture is
merely another form of acupuncture
treatment. Practitioners may be interested
in which acupuncture points to use and
how to sequence the needling of those
acupuncture sites. Those who are newly
introduced to Esoteric Acupuncture may
be impressed with the various geometric
patterns. Esoteric Acupuncture defines a
“way of life.”
Esoteric Acupuncture is not merely
another form of acupuncture treatment.
Esoteric Acupuncture defines a “way of
life.” This way of life emphasizes the
awakening and expansion of our spiritual
center (not the same as religions). This

way of life includes the importance of
understanding the vibrational frequencies
of the foods and drinks we ingest.
Everything we eat and drink shapes our
multiple energy fields. It is important to
only ingest foods of the cleanest and
highest vibrations. Energy is transported
through our hands, fingers and mind
through the acupuncture needle into the
client. Energy is a transporter of
information. What information are you
transmitting to your client?
The phrase Esoteric Acupuncture is
broken up into three sections. Esoteric
means something that is not readily
known. There may be other meanings not
understood by the casual reader or those
not versed in esoteric teachings.
Acupuncture comes from two words.
“Acus” is a Latin word that means needle
or obelisk. In esoteric teachings, obelisk
can also mean a temple. Puncture means
to pierce. Therefore, we are piercing your
“temple” (your physical body) to activate
or to reach something esoteric within.
This esoteric “something” is the
alignment, strengthening and refining
your Heart Center. This Heart Center is
the field that opens up infinite
possibilities for your journey on planet
Earth. We are interested in raising the
vibrations of your Heart Center and to
connect this center with all your denser
frequency fields of consciousness
including: your dense physical, etheric,
astral and mental fields, plus accessing

and activating the buddhic, atmic,
monadic and logoic fields of
cosnciousness. It is possible for some of
you to access solar, galactic and cosmic
consciousness with repeated Esoteric
Acupuncture treatments.
There was an inherent Time-lock in the
release of Esoteric Acupuncture to
Humanity. (Esoteric Acupuncture had its
present genesis in 1995, but was not
introduce to the public in book format
until 1999.) That Time-lock was that the
Consciousness of Humanity had to be
vibrating at a higher frequency in order
to be able to accept and understand the
Ageless Wisdom in this New Format. It
is important that you be able to quiet the
mind to strengthen your Higher Heart
Center. Academia is one of the most
stubborn institutions for allowing
changes to occur. Only those vibrating at
a certain frequency will be drawn to
Esoteric Acupuncture. Moving away
from tradition is not something a society
or group will easily accept.
Externalization of the Hierarchy
” A New Humanity is developing with a
New and Finer Frequency Pulse for this
planet. Are you flowing with the New
Pulse or are you stagnant in the Old
Frequencies? There will not be one
external savior to assist with humanities
karma. It will be a group body of
dedicated individuals who will, as a
group, raise the light quotient of the

Earth to assist in the uplifting of
humanity. The New Humanity is what I
call the Externalization of the Hierarchy.
Recognize your own power You are the
answer for a better planet. Those of you
who are reading this are part of the
Externalization of the Hierarchy.”

The emphasis of Esoteric Acupuncture
is on spiritual awakening and
centering all levels of the heart.
We must address the most fundamental
levels, which I feel are the levels of the
heart. The shen of the heart contain the
pathways leading to various stages of
awakening. The frequencies of healing
are encompassed by the Field of
Awakening. Of course with every
acupuncture treatment the practitioner
will also be working on the immune
system of the physical body.
Acupuncture treatments will address the
ying qi level (deeper level) and the wei
qi level (outer protective level) of the
client receiving the Esoteric Acupuncture
treatment. To address the most
fundamental level of imbalance, we must
go to the heart. The Chinese say that
shen is stored in the heart. Shen can be
translated as both mind and spirit. By
aligning the various levels of the heart,
we will be strengthening the spiritual

center which will assist in various levels
of awakening.
If you decide to use any of the New
Encoding Patterns or the Chakra
Balancing Patterns, you must insert the
acupuncture needle in the exact sequence
that is given for each pattern. The correct
sequencing of the acupuncture points
will create a spin field that allows the
recipient of the treatment to access
higher frequencies for expanded
consciousness. It is recommended that
you remove the acupuncture needles in
the exact inverse order of insertion.

Esoteric Acupuncture emphasizes
Wellness versus merely addressing
disease or physical imbalances.
Esoteric Acupuncture consists of both
form and formlessness. The form aspect
begins with triangles that are the genesis
for the New Encoding Patterns and the
Chakra Balancing Patterns.
Triangles are the signature for
tetrahedrons. Tetrahedrons are the
signature for consciousness.
“Everything that you have recognized in
Universe as a pattern is re-cognited as
the same pattern you have seen before.
Because only the triangles persist as a
constant pattern, any recognized patterns
are inherently recognizable only by

virtue of their triangularly structure
pattern integrities.
Recognition is as dependent on
triangulation as is original cognition.”
R. Buckminster Fuller
” The fact that the human body was
exchanging information with a mutable
field of quantum fluctuation suggested
something profound about the world…..If
living things boil down to charged
particles interacting with a field sending
out information, where did we end and
the rest of the world begin? Where was
consciousness–encased inside our body
or out there in the field?”
Lynn McTaggart
The Field
Esoteric healing is part of Raja Yoga. They
also work with triangle visualisations. The
Yogi is in meditaton and treats his cliënts just
like we do with Esoteric Acupuncture. A
combination when both the cliënt and
acupuncturist meditate during the treatment is
part of Esoteric Acupuncture.
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